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Abstract
Seeding emergence and tiller number are the most important traits for wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) yield, but the inheri-
tance of seeding emergence and tillering is poorly understood. We conducted a genomewide association study focussing on
seeding emergence and tiller number at different growth stages with a panel of 205 elite winter wheat accessions. The pop-
ulation was genotyped with a high-density Illumina iSelect 90K SNPs assay. A total of 31 loci were found to be associated
with seeding emergence rate (SER) and tiller number in different growth stages. Loci distributed among 12 chromosomes
accounted for 5.35 to 11.33% of the observed phenotypic variation. With this information, 10 stable SNPs were identified
for eventual development of cleaved amplified polymorphic sequence markers for SER and tiller number in different growth
stages. Additionally, a set of elite alleles were identified, such as Ra_c14761_1348-T, which may increase SER by 13.35%,
and Excalibur_c11045_236-A and BobWhite_c8436_391-T, which may increase the rate of available tillering by 14.78 and
8.47%, respectively. These results should provide valuable information for marker-assisted selection and parental selection in
wheat breeding programmes.

[Chen G. F., Wu R. G., Li D. M., Yu H. X., Deng Z. and Tian J. C. 2017 Genomewide association study for seeding emergence and tiller
number using SNP markers in an elite winter wheat population. J. Genet. 96, xx–xx]

Introduction

Wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) is one of the most important
food crops worldwide, feeding about 40% of the world’s
population (Gupta et al. 2008). Accordingly, selection for
high grain yield is an important goal of wheat breeding pro-
grammes. Seeding emergence rate (SER) and tillering are the
most important agronomic traits affecting biomass and grain
yield potential in wheat. SER is an important target for judg-
ing the quality of seeds, and it is a reflection of seedling
vigour and growth that indirectly affects yields. Several stud-
ies on the relationship between high seed vigour and yield
improvement have been reported in rice (Ismail et al. 2012),
maize (Cervantes-Ortiz et al. 2007) and wheat (Botwright
et al. 2002; Ludwig and Asseng 2010). Tillering is an impor-
tant agronomic character in wheat and tiller number changes
over the course of development. For winter wheat, tiller num-
bers increase throughout the autumn until tiller growth stops
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when the mean temperature reaches 0◦C, during this point
the maximum tillering of prewinter (MTW) is reached. In
the following spring, again a great number of new tillers are
formed when the mean temperature reaches 10◦C. At the
joint stage, the number of tillers overall reaches its maxi-
mum, which is called maximum tillering in spring (MTS).
However, only a proportion of tillers survive to contribute to
the ultimate number of tillers, i.e., the effective tillering at
harvest (ETH) depends on initial tiller growth and the ulti-
mate tiller survival (Hodges 1991; Evers et al. 2006). MTW,
MTS and ETH are important traits that determined the shoot
architecture across different wheat growth stages (Li et al.
2010). The architecture of the shoot system affects plant’s
light harvesting potential, the synchrony of flowering and
seed set and, ultimately, the reproductive success of a plant
(Yang et al. 2006; Kuraparthy et al. 2007). The rate of the
available tillering (RAT) is a derived trait of ETH and MTS,
which reflects potential wheat yields. Hence, the genetic elu-
cidation of seedling emergence and tiller number at different
stages of growth has become a focus of wheat genetics and
breeding research programmes.
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At present, quantitative trait loci (QTL) mapping and
genomewide association studies (GWAS) are the two main
approaches to dissect the genetic bases of complex traits
(Risch and Merikangas 1996). Many wheat QTL mapping
studies have been performed on traits associated with seed
vigour and tillering (Rebetzke et al. 2005; Spielmeyer et al.
2007; Landjeva et al. 2010; Li et al. 2010). However, in
all these studies, although QTL mapping was successful in
detecting QTL, the genetic variation explored in the map-
ping population is restricted to the genomes of only the two
parents, and the genetic markers for detected QTL are not
necessarily transferable to other populations.

As a complement to QTL mapping, GWAS is a high-
resolution and cost-effective method for genetic mapping
that use existing germplasm (such as landraces, elite cultivars
and advanced breeding lines) and is based on linkage disequi-
librium (LD) (Zhu et al. 2008; Waugh et al. 2009; Ingvarsson
and Nathaniel 2011). As genomics have rapidly developed
and genotyping costs have dramatically decreased, associa-
tion mapping has rapidly become a promising approach for
the genetic dissection of complex agronomic and crop qual-
ity traits in cereal crops such as rice, barley and maize (Yu
and Buckler 2006; Cockram et al. 2010; Huang et al. 2012).

To achieve a high resolution association analyses, a large
number of molecular marker sets are preferred for associa-
tion mapping. Single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are
the most promising molecular markers, and they have two
major advantages over other molecular markers: (i) SNPs are
the most abundant form of genetic variation within genomes
(Zhu et al. 2003); and (ii) a wide array of technologies
have now been developed for high throughput genotyping
(Fan et al. 2006). These factors combined make SNPs ideal
for GWAS using large samples and high-density markers,
which greatly improves the resolution of association map-
ping. At present, GWAS with SNPs have been widely used
to characterize the genetics of many animals and plants, such
as humans (Eric et al. 2011), Drosophila (Gerrard et al.
2013), rice (Huang et al. 2010) and maize (Wilson et al.
2004). However, GWAS using SNPs in wheat is a chal-
lenge because of wheat’s complex genomic architecture and
incomplete genome sequence (Sukumaran and Yu 2014).
While few GWAS in wheat have identified SNP markers
for grain yield (Sukumaran et al. 2014) and heading date
(Zanke et al. 2014), a GWAS examining the association of
SER and tiller number with SNP markers has not yet been
reported.

As such, the present study is a GWAS examining SER and
tiller number in different growth stages and the association of
these traits with 24,355 SNPs genotyped using the 90K Illu-
mina iSelect array (Wang et al. 2014) in a diverse population
of winter wheat. The objectives of this study were to iden-
tify molecular markers associated with SER and tiller num-
ber in different growth stages and explore a set of elite alleles
influencing SER and RAT. The ultimate aim of this research
was to facilitate molecular breeding and identify strategic
combinations of traits in winter wheat.

Materials and methods

Plant material

To ensure a broadly representing sampling of wheat acces-
sions, 182 elite varieties, developed largely from 1980s to
2010s, and 150 breeding lines including two varieties intro-
duced from countries other than China were selected. A rep-
resentative collection of 205 varieties and lines was chosen
by discarding accessions with similar pedigrees and pheno-
types related to yield. The remaining 205 varieties were used
for the present GWAS. The accessions comprised 77 bred
varieties, 55 founder parents and 73 breeder’s lines from
10 provinces that are major winter wheat regions in China,
as well as two additional lines, used as founder parents from
Mexico and France (see table 1 of electronic supplementary
material at http://www.ias.ac.in/jgenet/). This association
mapping panel expressed substantial phenotypic variation in
the main wheat agronomic characters including tiller number
at different stages of growth.

Field trials and phenotypic trait evaluation

Field trials were conducted in 2013–2014 and 2014–2015
growing seasons at the experimental fields of Shandong
Agricultural University, Tai’an (116◦36′E, 36◦57′N) and in
2014–2015 growing season at the Dezhou Institute of Agri-
cultural Sciences, Dezhou (116◦29′E, 37◦45′N). The experi-
ment followed a completely randomized block design with
two replications at each location. Each plot consisted of three
rows of wheat plants: two rows grown for the purpose of
evaluating SER with a distance of 2.5 cm between plants,
and one row for evaluating MTW, MTS and ETH with a dis-
tance of 10 cm between plants. Each row was 2 m in length,
and the distance between adjacent rows was 25 cm. The
field management followed the standard local practices. RAT
was calculated as RAT = ETH/MTS. Trait measurements
(i.e. MTW, MTS, ETH and RAT) were estimated from aver-
ages of five plants within each plot for subsequent statistical
analyses.

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) and correlations among
phenotypic traits were performed using the statistical soft-
ware SPSS ver. 17.0 (SPSS, Chicago, USA). Heritability (h2)
was calculated as

h2
B = σ 2

g /(σ 2
g + σ 2

e ),

where σ 2
g is between group variances and σ 2

e is within group
variances (Li et al. 2009). The estimates of σ 2

g and σ 2
e were

obtained from variance estimates included in the ANOVA.

DNA extraction and SNP genotyping

DNA was extracted from young leaf tissues of each variety
using the protocol recommended by Triticarte (http://www.
triticarte.com.au). DNA quality was checked by electrophoresis
on 0.8% agarose gels, and DNA concentration was deter-
mined with a NanoDropND-1000 UV-Vis spectrophotometer
(NanoDrop Technologies, Wilmington, USA).
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SNP genotyping was performed at the University of
California, Davis Genome Center using the novel 90K
iSelect wheat chip (Wang et al. 2014), which consists of
81,587 SNP loci distributed across all 21 wheat chromo-
somes. The SNP data were clustered and called automat-
ically using the Illumina BeadStudio genotyping software
(Illumina, San Diego, USA) and were filtered to remove alle-
les with a detection rate less than 0.8 and/or a minor allele
frequency (MAF) less than 0.05 (Li et al. 2014a).

Genetic diversity and composite genetic map

Allele number, MAF and the polymorphism information
content (PIC) value for each locus were calculated with the
Power Marker program v3.25 (Liu and Muse 2005). A com-
posite genetic map for the association panel was built to
GWAS based on the published genetic map (Wang et al.
2014).

Population structure

Population structure analysis for the association panel was
performed using the STRUCTURE v2.2 software (Pritchard
et al. 2000) with 3297 SNP markers positioned at least 2 cM
apart in the genome. STRUCTURE was run 10 times for
each subpopulation value K, ranging from 1 to 15, using
the admixture model with 100,000 iterations for burn-in and
50,000 iterations for the analysis itself. The K value was
determined by using estimates of ln P (D) from the STRUC-
TURE output and an ad hoc statistic �K based on the rate
of change in ln P (D) between successive K values (Evanno
et al. 2005).

Genomewide association analysis

Significant marker-trait associations (MTAs) were identi-
fied using a general linear model (GLM) in TASSEL 3.0

(http://www.maizegenetics.net/). The population structure
(Q matrix) was inferred using STRUCTUTE 2.2. The P
value determined whether a QTL was associated with the
marker or not and the R2 value was used to evaluate the mag-
nitude of the QTL effects. The false discovery rate (FDR)
procedures were used to adjust for multiple testing from the
number of SNP loci detected. The individual P values from
GWAS were sorted from smallest to largest, and then were
multiplied by different coefficients (the number of SNP loci
tested in the GWAS / the rank values of individual P val-
ues), i.e. the corrected P values of the SNP loci detected.
SNPs with corrected P values ≤ 0.05 were considered to be
in significant association with phenotypic traits.

Results

Phenotypic performance

The measurements of the five traits occurring in the three
growth stages for the association panel are listed in table 1.
Extensive phenotypic variation for these five traits was
observed in three environments (i.e. two growing seasons,
the second of which was split between two locations) among
205 winter wheat accessions. Broad sense heritability of the
five traits ranged from 61.78 (MTW) to 74.5% (SER), indi-
cating that both genetic and environmental factors played
roles in the expression of these measured traits. Both absolute
values of skewness and kurtosis were less than 1.0, which
indicates that these quantitative traits were determined by
many alleles of small individual effects.

The correlations between SER and tiller number are shown
in table 2. SER exhibited a significantly positive correlation
with MTS, ETH and RAT. MTS exhibited a significantly pos-
itive correlation with ETH, but a significantly negative corre-
lation with RAT. Additionally, ETH exhibited a significantly
positive correlation with RAT.

Table 1. Phenotypic summary of the five traits in the association panel of three environments.

Traita Env.b Min. Max. Range Mean SD Skewness Kurtosis H2 (%)

SER E1 0.16 0.90 0.74 0.53 0.15 0.08 −0.56 74.50
E2 0.46 0.97 0.51 0.67 0.09 0.44 0.01
E3 0.28 0.93 0.65 0.63 0.11 −0.04 −0.13

MTW E1 2.31 8.76 6.45 5.25 1.27 0.42 0.32 61.78
E2 3.13 9.69 6.65 4.98 1.45 0.17 0.12
E3 3.82 13.21 9.39 5.47 3.15 0.15 0.07

MTS E1 3.50 15.30 11.80 8.26 2.21 0.53 0.03 70.56
E2 2.71 13.41 10.70 8.53 1.88 0.30 0.15
E3 5.45 15.81 10.36 10.30 2.33 0.17 −0.32

ETH E1 1.90 8.40 6.50 4.71 1.31 0.19 0.33 73.79
E2 1.78 6.74 4.96 4.13 1.02 0.14 −0.46
E3 2.75 8.01 5.26 5.06 1.12 0.19 −0.12

RAT E1 0.31 0.84 0.53 0.57 0.09 0.21 0.14 72.51
E2 0.25 0.88 0.63 0.49 0.09 0.42 0.33
E3 0.30 0.95 0.65 0.51 0.08 0.17 0.38

aSER, seeding emergence rate; MTW, maximum tillering of pre-winter; MTS, maximum tillering in spring; ETH, effective tillering in
harvest; RAT, rate of the available tillering.
bE1, 2013 Tai’an; E2, 2014 Tai’an; E3, 2014 Dezhou.
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Genetic diversity and the composite genetic map

A total of 32,432 of 81,587 SNPs assayed with the functional
iSelect bead chip were polymorphic among the 205 winter
wheat accessions, and the polymorphism rate was 39.75%.
After SNPs with calling detection frequencies exceeding 0.8
and MAF less than 0.05 were excluded, 24,355 SNPs that
mapped to the 21 wheat chromosomes were used for the
MTA analysis.

A total of 48,710 alleles were detected (i.e. two alleles
per SNP locus). About 59.9% of the SNPs (14,597/24,355)
exhibited MAF exceeding 0.2, which were then selected as
markers with normal allele frequencies, and 9.60% of the
SNPs (2337/24,355) exhibited almost equal allele frequen-
cies (i.e. MAFs close to 0.5). The overall SNP diversity was
expressed by a PIC value. The PIC values estimated for
24,355 SNP markers ranged from 0.05 to 0.38 with a mean
of 0.27, and about 69% of SNPs (16,757/24,355) had PIC
values over 0.20.

The number of markers and map lengths of the compos-
ite genetic map are shown in table 3. The total length of the
map was 3674.16 cM with a mean genetic distance of 0.15
cM between markers. Chromosome 1B contained the highest
number of markers (n = 2390), followed by 5B (n = 2187),
and chromosome 4D had a very few loci (n = 78). Among
A, B and D genomes, B genome contained the most loci
(n = 12, 321) with a total length of 1150.47 cM, followed by
A genome (n = 9523) with a length of 1252.51 cM, and D
genome (n = 2511) with a length of 1271.18 cM.

Population structure

The potential existence of population structure among the 205
winter wheat accessions was detected using STRUCTURE

Table 2. Correlation analysis between SER and tiller number.

Traita SER MTS ETH

MTS 0.296∗∗
ETH 0.388∗∗ 0.663∗∗
RAT 0.338∗∗ −0.314∗∗ 0.476∗∗

aTrait abbreviations are same as for table 1.
**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

program. The �K value was plotted against the number
of hypothetical subgroups K with the highest �K observed
when K = 4 (figure 1), indicating that four subgroups exist
in the association panel used in this study (figure 2). Q
values of 205 accessions in four groups are shown in table 2
of electronic supplementary material. Using the maximum
membership probability in STRUCTURE, subgroup 1 (43
varieties), subgroup 2 (32 varieties) and subgroup 3 (105
varieties) were dominated by varieties from Henan province,
Hebei province and Shandong province, respectively, and
subgroup 4 (25 varieties) was dominated by those from
three provinces (Shanxi, Jiangsu and Ningxia provinces).
The clustering analysis based on the genotypic data generally
corresponded to known pedigrees, and the varieties that are
closely related in the pedigree usually clustered together.

MTA

In this study, 24,355 SNPs that mapped to the 21 wheat chro-
mosomes were used for the MTA analysis. After FDR cor-
rections for multiple testing (with P = 0.05), 31 significant
MTAs were detected for the five traits in the three environ-
ments. These SNPs were located on 12 chromosomes and
accounted for 5.35–11.33% of PVE. Detailed information
on significant markers for each trait are shown in table 4.
Manhattan plots of the GWAS results are shown in figure 3.

Four MTAs for SER were detected on chromosomes 5A,
7A and 7B and explained 5.51–8.18% of PVE. Of which,
the marker Kukri_c28160_2017 on chromosome 7B had the
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Figure 1. Rate of change in the log probability of data between
successive K values (�K).

Table 3. Information of SNP in the composite linkage map.

Marker Length of Marker Length of Marker Length of
Chr. number linkage group (cM) Chr. number linkage group (cM) Chr. number linkage group (cM)

1A 1506 161.35 1B 2390 174.1 1D 629 196.97
2A 1462 185.46 2B 1977 180.33 2D 769 151.92
3A 1154 184.56 3B 1628 150.97 3D 331 156.06
4A 1145 164.12 4B 882 118.91 4D 78 161.1
5A 1243 144.15 5B 2187 219.77 5D 240 207.32
6A 1463 180.74 6B 1786 127.54 6D 234 156.53
7A 1550 232.13 7B 1471 178.85 7D 230 241.28
Genome A 9523 1252.51 Genome B 12321 1150.47 Genome D 2511 1271.18
Total 24355 3674.16
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Figure 2. Population structure of the association panel based on SNP marker.

Table 4. Summary of marker–trait associations detected for the five traits in three environments.

Position
P valuec R2 (%)

Traita Marker Alleles Chr. (cM) E1b E2b E3b E1b E2b E3b

SER wsnp_Ex_c4666_8349206 AA/GG 5A 45 4.23E-07(0.010) 7.64
wsnp_Ex_rep_c107017_90850230 GG/TT 5A 111 5.06E-07(0.012) 5.51
Ra_c14761_1348 GG/TT 7A 194 1.34E-06(0.016) 6.19
Kukri_c28160_2017 AA/GG 7B 147 3.25E-06(0.039) 1.40E-06(0.011) 8.18 6.03

MTW Tdurum_contig13879_919 CC/TT 1B 160 2.35E-07(0.005) 9.19
GENE-0592_268 AA/CC 2B 57 4.15E-07(0.005) 2.48E-06(0.049) 8.15 9.02
wsnp_Ex_c12341_19693090 AA/GG 3A 123 6.35E-06(0.049) 7.92
BS00097939_51 AA/GG 3A 173 1.49E-06(0.036) 9.65
CAP7_rep_c12537_81 AA/GG 3A 177 1.64E-06(0.020) 9.31
CAP8_rep_c9749_188 GG/TT 3D 143 2.78E-06(0.011) 9.15
Tdurum_contig51422_127 AA/GG 5B 129 5.73E-06(0.020) 8.59
Excalibur_c25522_755 CC/TT 5B 144 5.32E-07(0.004) 10.14
Excalibur_c25522_791 AA/GG 5B 144 5.32E-07(0.003) 10.14
Excalibur_c60554_394 GG/TT 5B 144 5.32E-07(0.003) 10.14

MTS Excalibur_c40993_1129 CC/TT 1B 78 2.64E-06(0.021) 4.15E-06(0.046) 5.35 5.68
Tdurum_contig13879_919 CC/TT 1B 160 6.78E-07(0.017) 8.38
Tdurum_contig45965_563 CC/TT 1B 160 7.84E-07(0.010) 8.07
Kukri_c47259_416 AA/GG 2B 114 4.65E-07(0.011) 8.33E-06(0.101) 8.24 5.82
RAC875_c14309_317 AA/GG 6B 76 6.14E-06(0.049) 5.53E-06(0.134) 5.74 5.61

ETH Kukri_c17540_394 AA/GG 1B 63 5.77E-07(0.014) 8.84
Tdurum_contig13879_919 CC/TT 1B 160 9.17E-07(0.007) 7.93
BS00011478_51 GG/TT 2A 139 9.00E-07(0.011) 7.92
Jagger_c6853_60 AA/GG 2B 103 1.53E-06(0.037) 3.36E-06(0.020) 7.29 6.71
BS00097939_51 AA/GG 3A 173 4.18E-06(0.047) 6.21
Tdurum_contig4974_355 CC/TT 4B 61 4.35E-07(0.011) 9.08
wsnp_Ex_c14654_22713386 AA/GG 7A 42 5.76E-06(0.070) 6.56E-06(0.049) 5.94 8.36

RAT wsnp_Ex_rep_c69766_68723140 CC/TT 1B 79 3.76E-06(0.046) 3.18E-06(0.026) 7.14 7.09
BobWhite_c8436_391 CC/TT 4A 153 5.18E-07(0.013) 11.33
Excalibur_c11045_236 AA/GG 5B 72 6.95E-07(0.017) 9.41
BS00073989_51 CC/TT 7A 211 3.83E-06(0.041) 2.56E-06(0.032) 7.52 7.29
IAAV3713 AA/GG 7B 145 4.16E-06(0.034) 2.57E-06(0.049) 6.17 6.15

aTrait abbreviations are same as for table 1.
bSame as for table 1.
cThe data in brackets are corrected P values.

highest R2 (8.18%) and was detected as significant in two
environments (figure 3a).

We detected 10 MTAs for MTW on chromosomes 1B,
2B, 3A, 3D and 5B, explaining 7.92–10.14% of PVE. The
marker GENE-0592_268 on chromosome 2B exhibited a
significant MTA in two environments. Three markers, Excal-
ibur_c25522_755, Excalibur_c25522_791 and Excalibur_
c60554_394 located at effectively the same position of
chromosome 5B (144 cM), had the highest R2 (10.14%) and
the smallest P value (figure 3b).

Five MTAs on chromosomes 1B, 2B and 6B were identi-
fied for MTS, which explained phenotypic variance ranging
from 5.35 to 8.38%. The markers Excalibur_c40993_1129
on chromosomes 1B, Kukri_c47259_416 on chromosome 2B
and RAC875_c14309_317 on chromosome 6B were inferred
to have significant MTA in two environments (figure 3c).

For ETH, seven MTAs on chromosomes 1B, 2A, 2B, 3A,
4B and 7A were found to account for 5.94 to 9.08% of
PVE, of which the markers Jagger_c6853_60 on chromo-
some 2B and wsnp_Ex_c14654_22713386 on chromosome
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Figure 3. Manhattan plot of GWAS for five traits with general linear model. (a), (b), (c), (d) and (e) indicate manhattan
plots for SER, MTW, MTS, ETH and RAT, respectively; E1, E2 and E3 indicate 2013 Tai’an, 2014 Tai’an and 2014 Dezhou,
respectively).
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7A exhibited significant MTAs in two environments
(figure 3d).

For RAT, five MTAs on chromosomes 1B, 4A, 5B,
7A and 7B were detected, which explained 6.15–11.33%
of PVE. The markers wsnp_Ex_rep_c69766_68723140 on
chromosome 1B, BS00073989_51 on chromosome 7A and
IAAV3713 on chromosome 7B exhibited significant MTAs in
two environments (figure 3e).

Overall, 10 MTAs were consistently detected in two envi-
ronments, which were therefore regarded as relatively stable
loci controlling these traits. The highest number of sta-
ble loci were found for MTS and RAT, with three MTAs
each, followed by ETH with two MTAs. Only one stable
MTA was detected for SER and MTW. Further, most of the
MTAs were detected in just a single environment, indicat-
ing SER and tiller-related traits were substantially affected
by environmental factors.

Elite allele exploration

The genetic bases of high SER and RAT values have always
been a research focus, but it has been a difficult area for
breeders. In this study, to explore the elite alleles of these
traits, MTAs for SER and RAT were further analysed through
a comparison of phenotypic effects between alleles at each
locus. Phenotypic effects of alleles for the loci influencing
SER and RAT are given in table 5.

Three of four MTAs for SER, exhibited phenotypic
differences between alleles that reached a significant
level (P < 0.01). Of these, alleles T and G of the marker

Ra_c14761_1348 were associated with the largest pheno-
typic differences (13.35%). The phenotypic value of SER
with Ra_c14761_1348-T was significantly higher than that
of Ra_c14761_1348-G across all three environments, which
indicats Ra_c14761_1348-T is an elite allele when compared
with Ra_c14761_1348-G. wsnp_Ex_c4666_8349206-G and
wsnp_Ex_rep_ c107017_ 90850230-T alleles were two other
elite alleles explored in this study.

Four of five MTAs for RAT, exhibited significant phe-
notypic differences among alleles (P < 0.01). Four alleles,
wsnp_Ex_rep_c69766_68723140-T, BobWhite_c8436_391-T,
Excalibur_c11045_236-A and IAAV3713-G were elite relative
to their alternative alleles at each locus, which have increased
RAT from 4.23 to 14.78%. Excalibur_c11045_236-A had
the most significant effect, increasing RAT by 14.78%, fol-
lowed by BobWhite_c8436_391-T (8.47%) and IAAV3713-G
(4.23%). The other marker, BS00073989_51, did not exhibit
a significant phenotypic difference among its alleles.

Discussion

Rapid advancements in sequencing and genotyping technolo-
gies over the last decade have enabled the development of
SNP arrays even for polyploid crops such as wheat (Edwards
et al. 2012). GWAS using SNPs is a promising avenue for
future research that combines routinely generated pheno-
typic data with high-density markers to elucidate the genetic
architecture of agronomic traits. Here, we used the currently
available 90K SNP array to genotype a mapping population

Table 5. Phenotypic effect of alleles for the loci of SER and RAT.

Material
Env.b

Locus Chr. Allele number E1 E2 E3 Average Differencec

SERa (%)
wsnp_Ex_c4666_8349206 5A G 154 61.38 A 67.10 A 65.00 A 64.49 A 10.48

A 51 49.24 B 55.80 B 57.00 B 54.01 B
wsnp_Ex_rep_c107017_90850230 5A T 174 57.89 A 64.12 A 66.12 A 62.71 A 8.01

G 31 51.36 B 63.25 A 49.48 B 54.70 B
Ra_c14761_1348 7A T 179 59.48 A 69.87 A 64.99 A 64.78 A 13.35

G 26 43.27 B 53.89 B 57.13 B 51.43 B
Kukri_c28160_2017 7B A 120 55.35 A 69.86 A 63.22 A 62.81 A 2.10

G 85 51.23 A 64.78 A 66.12 A 60.71 A
RATa (%)
wsnp_Ex_rep_c69766_68723140 1B T 143 62.78 A 54.32 A 50.45 A 55.85 A 7.48

C 62 52.17 B 45.34 B 47.60 A 48.37 B
BobWhite_c8436_391 4A T 33 61.45 A 52.37 A 53.74 A 55.85 A 8.47

C 172 54.43 B 44.65 B 43.06 B 47.38 B
Excalibur_c11045_236 5B A 189 63.22 A 59.14 A 57.12 A 59.83 A 14.78

G 16 50.36 B 41.78 B 43.01 B 45.05 B
BS00073989_51 7A C 156 58.23 A 53.34 A 50.39 A 53.99 A 1.19

T 49 56.34 A 49.78 A 52.28 A 52.80 A
IAAV3713 7B G 185 59.36 A 54.78 A 51.47 A 55.20 A 4.23

A 20 55.23 B 45.49 B 52.19 B 50.97 B

aTrait abbreviations are same as for table 1.
bSame as for table 1.
cDifference between alleles. Different capital letters after data indicate significant difference between alleles on one locus at P ≤ 0.01.
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panel, from which we performed GWAS for SER and tiller
number and investigated the advantages of this approach.

SNP markers for GWAS in wheat

High-density marker coverage of the genome and reliable
genotype data are the preconditions for GWAS. SNP mark-
ers are the most common type of sequence variation in the
genome (Rafalski 2002), and they are consequently well-
suited for genomics approaches that require a high number
of markers such as association mapping (Myles et al. 2009).
High-throughput SNP genotyping platforms have been avail-
able for diploid crops like rice (Huang et al. 2010) or maize
(Yang et al. 2006) for some time, but not for polyploid
species. For wheat, SNP discovery and detection have both
progressed much more slowly for several reasons: (i) the
lack of a reference genome sequence, (ii) availability of gene
sequences from only a few genotypes, and (iii) the highly
repetitive and duplicated nature of the wheat allopolyploid
genome (Edwards and Batley 2010). Consequently, geno-
typic data in wheat has so far been obtained with traditional
markers like AFLPs and SSRs (Zhang et al. 2013), which
are laborious and time consuming to use. SNP arrays con-
stitute a major breakthrough in wheat genotyping, enabling
the cost-effective, large-scale acquisition of genotypic data in
hexaploid wheat (Akhunov et al. 2009). Recently, the wheat
90K iSelect SNP genotyping array has made GWAS possible
in wheat. In the present study, we used the currently available
90K SNP array developed by Wang et al. (2014) to geno-
type a panel of 205 diverse Chinese winter wheat lines. The
very high number of SNPs on the 90K array revealed clear
genetic differences among the 205 wheat accessions, specif-
ically, 32,432 SNPs. Of these 32,432 SNPs, a total of 24,355
SNPs mapped to the 21 wheat chromosomes and were used
for MTA analysis. The size of our dataset in marker num-
ber (24,355 SNPs) for GWAS was larger than that of sim-
ilar association mapping studies that have been carried out
in wheat so far (e.g., Somers et al. 2007; Zhang et al. 2011;
Le et al. 2012). A high number of markers are required for
genomic studies like GWAS to increase mapping resolution.
In the near future, when the complete genome sequence is
available for wheat, GWA mapping will be facilitated by
SNP markers with known physical locations in the genome,
and this can facilitate the discovery of major genes that con-
trol the traits under investigation as it has already occurred in
rice (Famoso et al. 2011) and maize (Setter et al. 2011).

Population structure analysis

Different levels of population structure in Chinese winter
wheat have been reported (Chen et al. 2012). In our study,
using the maximum membership probability in STRUC-
TURE, the association population was classified into four
groups (comprised of 43, 32, 105 and 25 varieties, respec-
tively) (figure 2). Individuals were unequally distributed
among the four subgroups, which indicate that there was a

high extent of population structure in our mapping popu-
lation. Some elite lines typically are used in many crosses
and thus, genetically contribute more to the association panel
population than other lines that have been used in breed-
ing populations (Würschum et al. 2011). The causes are
also likely to be important for the subpopulation differ-
entiation observed in our mapping population because our
mapping panel included many bred varieties and breeder’s
lines, which shared one or more founder parents in wheat
breeding programmes. Consequently, a correction for pop-
ulation structure might be required to enhance analyses of
this dataset. Moreover, the population structure analysis was
used to explore the relationships among varieties used in the
association mapping panel, which is important not only for
parental selection but also for breeding system design.

MTA analysis

Seedling emergence is one of the most important indices for
seed vigour in agricultural production. Earlier studies have
reported QTLs for seed vigour on at least 13 chromosomes,
including 1A, 1B, 1D, 2A, 2D, 3A, 3B, 4B, 5A, 5B, 5D,
7A and 7D (Rebetzke et al. 2001; Landjeva et al. 2010; Liu
et al. 2013; Xiao et al. 2013; Li et al. 2014b). In the present
study, four MTAs were detected for SER on chromosomes
5A, 7A and 7B. By comparing these chromosomes, some
important loci controlling seed vigour on chromosomes 5A
and 7A were detected.

Earlier studies have detected QTLs for tillering on almost
all wheat chromosomes using the traditional QTL mapping
approach (Kato et al. 2000; Kuraparthy et al. 2007; Li et al.
2010; Deng et al. 2011). Compared with previous reports,
the marker Kukri_c47259_416 on chromosome 2B asso-
ciated with MTS was located in a similar position as a
significant SSR marker reported by Li et al. (2010), who used
a biparental population. Marker BS00097939_51 on chro-
mosome 3A in this study was a pleiotropic loci, explaining
about 9.60 and 6.01% of PVE in MTW and ETH, respec-
tively. Kato et al. (2000) and Kuraparthy et al. (2007) also
detected a QTL for tiller number on chromosome 3A with
significant effects. Deng et al. (2011) detected a QTL for
ETH on chromosome 4B. Yang et al. (2013) also detected
a pleiotropic QTL on chromosome 4B associated with both
ETH and MTS. At a similar location, the marker Tdu-
rum_contig4974_355 was associated with ETH in this study.
This indicates that an association mapping approach is a
viable alternative to QTL mapping to identify some quanti-
tative traits such as those corresponding to tillering-related
traits, which are influenced by environmental effects. Fur-
ther, we found some QTLs with significant effects on tiller
number that were not reported by previous studies. For exam-
ple, the major marker, Tdurum_contig13879_919 on chro-
mosome 1B was detected in different growth stages and
explained 7.98–9.69% of PVE, thus playing an important
role in wheat tiller development. Whether these QTLs cor-
respond to a new locus detected using GWAS remain to be
further confirmed.
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The expression of a stable MTA is less affected by the
environment. In general, a MTA that is consistent across
environments is of great value for marker-assisted selection
in breeding varieties adapted to various ecological environ-
ments. Therefore, the three stable MTAs for MTS, three for
RAT, two for ETH, and one each for SER and MTW detected
in two environments in the present study should be used
to develop cleaved amplified polymorphic sequence (CAPS)
markers for marker-assisted selection and to begin mining
SER and tillering genes through bioinformatic analyses.

Elite allele analysis

Identifying useful alleles by association analysis has become
a practical strategy for plant genomics research over recent
years. In the present study, we established a link between
genotypes and SER and RAT phenotypes by analying
differences in phenotypic values between different alle-
les and identified elite alleles for SER and RAT. For
example, the allele Ra_c14761_1348-T could increase SER
by 13.35%, while alleles Excalibur_c11045_236-A and
BobWhite_c8436_391-T could increase RAT by 14.78 and
8.47%, respectively. Accordingly, the lines that carry these
elite alleles should be used as genetic stock for the improve-
ment of these traits through breeding.

In conclusion, the association mapping is a powerful tool
for identifying molecular markers associated with agronomic
and quality traits in wheat. Thirty-one significant loci were
determined to underlie variation in SER and tiller number
in different growth stages in this population using GWAS.
Of these loci, markers for SER and tillering traits at 10 loci
were consistently detected in two environments and should
therefore be used to develop CAPS markers. A set of elite
alleles for SER and RAT were identified for the purpose of
improving these traits through breeding procedures.
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